This is an appetising thought.
In sunny Italy the Royal Family suffer from chest diseases.
The King has never wholly got over the attack of congestion of the lungs to which he nearly succumbed a few ears ago, and the Crown Prince has a tendency to consumpSpirit of ammonia is the best thing to clean hair-brushes with, as it does not soften the bristles like soap or soda. If a teaspoonful of ammonia is mixed with a quart cf water, the brush need only be dipped in the solution for a moment, and all grease is removed. Two rather peculiar cases of lead poisoning were lately reported to the Practitioner's Society of New York. The victim in the first was a florist, who had been in the habit of biting off the ends of the tin-foil used as wrappers for bouquets. This tin-foil contained about eighty per cent, of lead. In the second case the poisoning had been induced by drinking beer out of bottles that had been cleaned with lead shot.
What are we to burn when the coal mines are exhausted?
The question has often been raised, and never, so far as we know, satisfactorily answered, the general feeling on the subject being pretty much, " Let posterity look after itself. Posterity hasn't done anything for us.But in California the question is being answered. It is found that peach stones burn as well as the best coal, and give out more heat in proportion to weight. At the present time the stones taken out of the fruit that is tinned or dried are collected, and sell at the rate of 24s. a ton.
Apricot stones also burn, but not so well as peach, and do not command so good a price. But it is sad for a fruit lover to reflect that this fuel will never be common in England.
Boerhave, the famous physician, declared that a man was more likely to get well by climbing a tree than by drinking a decoction made of its leaves ; that is, he thought exercise better than medicine.
It is on this principle that the Queen of Sweden, whose nervous condition has given rise to much anxiety, is being treated. She is ordered to make her bed and sweep her room, besides taking a large amount of walking exercise, This method?the " housemaid treatriient," as he calls it?has inspired a cynical journalist with some suggestions which are, perhaps, wiser than he knows. He advises the "office-boy treatment" for the dyspeptic millionaire, the "groom treatment" for the Crresus whose liver is too much with him, the "country postmen treatment" for the obese financier; the "nursemaid treatment" for the hysterical woman who cannot stand a child's cry, and the " old-clothes woman treatment" for the fine lady who faints at the sight of a powder. Probably the " treatments "^would be efficacious?if the patient would submit.
